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SERVICES &  PRICING



THE PROCESS

I pride myself on producing covetable, creative design that is

customised to your needs and reflects your brand effortlessly.

Here at Brand13 I have a simple step formula that works for my

clients and me. 
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STAGE 1    Coffee & Conception

We will start with a virtual coffee date via email, where we will discuss your
vision with the help of worksheets, pinterest and a creative brief to ensure I
know exactly where you want to take your brand. With this information I’ll then
begin to curate a creative direction tailored to your personal story and style.

STAGE 2   Design & Development

This is where the design of your brand starts to take shape. This is the time for
you to sit back, relax, as this is the phase where I’ll begin crafting your identity,
assessing your brand messaging and designing your logo or building your
website (depending on which package you select) based on the solutions we
agreed up at the conception stage.

STAGE 3   Completion & Satisfaction

Once you have fallen in love with your new brand design you will receive all the
necessary files for you to start rolling out your brand to the world and you can
pop open the champagne. This sharpened focus will allow people who encounter
your business to gain an immediate understanding of you and what you do.

"Creativity is contagious. Pass it on."

- ALBERT EINSTEIN



SERVICES

I enjoy nothing more than working with female entrepreneurs

who are ready to elevate their businesses to build their power

brand. With the right visuals and an aesthetically pleasing

website you can create a beautiful platform to drive sales & growth.
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Logo Design            

INCLUDES

LOGO QUESTIONNAIRE 
Style questionnaire so I can better understand your vision.
4 CONCEPTS  
Based on your questionnaire answers you will receive 4 designs from which you pick
oneone to take forward.
2 REVISIONS 

Once you have selected your chosen logo from the 4 concepts you will have 2 rounds of
edits for you to request any changes.
FILE FORMATS 
Your final logo will be digitally delivered in jpg , png and eps and pdf.

 

Extras     Logo Revision       £30 per edit
       Logo Colour Variation   £30

Extras     Revisions       £30 per edit

Extras     Page Revision       £30 per edit
       Additional Pages      £50 each

£245

Brand Design            

INCLUDES

BRANDING QUESTIONNAIRE

Style questionnaire so I can better understand your vision. 
MOOD BOARD 

A visual collection of images to demonstrate the overall look of your brand including
ccolour palettes 
LOGO DESIGN

You are provided with your brand logo, alternative logo and submark (2 revisions included)
BRAND IMAGERY

Patterns/textures and 3 images for instagram
FILE FORMATS 
Your final logo will be digitally delivered in jpg , png and eps and pdf.

 

£645

Website Design   All Websites are built using Wordpress. 
              All domain names and hosting packages are provided at an additional monthly cost.

INCLUDES

WEBSITE QUESTIONNAIRE

Style questionnaire so I can better understand your vision. 
BEAUTIFUL DESIGN 

A stA stylish & clean website design to enhance your service and brand.
UP TO 5 PAGES

Homepage plus 5 subsequent pages (ie. about, info, contact etc) 2 revisions per page.
BUSINESS TOOLS 

Fully functioning admin dashboard for to easily access and manage your site.

 

£895



EXTRAS

Individual pricing for design services.
Please note — these prices are for digital files only. Please contact me for

further information on these services or to request a custom service.
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Letterhead                 £75

Single sided Business Card         £75

Double Sided Business Card        £100

Single Sided Flyer              £125

Double Sided Flyer             £150

Facebook Set                £75

Instagram SeInstagram Set (3)              £75

Twitter Set                 £75

Mood Board & Colour Palette       £100

 



READY?
LET'S DO THIS!

I only take on a small selection of clients at a time to devote more
attention, creative energy, and communication to your project. 

I am not able to take on every project that is submitted. Projects
are selected based upon my availability and timeline, as well as my
abilities. Fully executing your vision is of the utmost importance

to me, so I will not take on a project that is not a strong fit.

IfIf you think I am a good fit for your project please do not hesitate to
contact me regarding my availability. I look forward to working

with you. 
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danielle@brand13.co.ukEMAIL ME AT


